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MULLACH CLACH A’ BLAIR 

Distance Ascent Time Difficulty 

21.4km 883m 2-3 hours Moderate/Difficult 

 

Surface 

Good single track and land rover track up to the summit of Mullach Clach a’ Blair.  Less distinct 
track down on short heather in places and rough/rutted towards the bottom. 

Hazards 

High Mountains – the route climbs to over 1000m and to an exposed plateau. 

River Crossing – The Allt Garbhlach is a significant tributary of the River Feshie and may be difficult 
to cross when in spate. 

Start 

Car Park near Auchlean (NN 851 985). 

Finish 

Car Park near Auchlean (NN 851 985). 

Route 

Follow the road until just before Auchlean where the public road ends.  Turn left and pass a gate 
to pick up the right of way that skirts round Auchlean.  Keep right to continue along a single track 
above the River Feshie crossing the Allt Fhearnagan at a ford.  The track continues to the Allt 
Garbhlach, which must be crossed taking care as it is the site of ongoing severe erosion since the 
floods of 2015. 

Continue along the single track entering the trees on the far side of the Allt Garbhlach ignoring 
tracks to the left and right.  Go straight ahead at the junction at NN 850 944 to follow a new single 
track that continues through the trees avoiding the badly eroded banks of the River Feshie.  
Continue, keeping left to reach the crossroads at NN 848 935. 

Turn left and almost immediately begin the long climb up to the plateau.  There are a number of 
steep ramps on the climb interspersed with some sections where it is possible to recover.  The 
views improve as height is gained and it is worth taking a short detour to the left to look into Coire 
Garbhlach. 

Keep straight on at the junction at the edge of the plateau (NN 883 936) and continue on the track 
for c.600m before branching off to the right to follow a path to the summit of Mullach Clach a’ 
Blair (1019m). 

Leave the summit heading south-west following an ATV track (indistinct in places), which descends 
the broad ridge to Druim nam Bo (918m) and on to Lochan nam Bo.  The lochan can be bypassed 
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on the left or right.  At the northern end of Lochan nam Bo the ATV track steepens and becomes 
rougher.  Continue to follow the ATV track across some wetter sections to cross the Allt Coire nam 
Meur at the treeline.  The remainder of the descent is fun and can be ridden with confidence even 
though the tracks are often hidden by deep heather. 

Re-join the outward route at the crossroads at NN 848 935 and follow it back to the starting point. 

 


